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ABSTRACT Knowledge graph embedding aims at representing entities and relations in a knowledge graph
as dense, low-dimensional and real-valued vectors. It can efficientlymeasure semantic correlations of entities
and relations in knowledge graphs, and improve the performance of knowledge acquisition, fusion and
inference. Among various embedding models appeared in recent years, the translation-based models such
as TransE, TransH, TransR and TranSparse achieve state-of-the-art performance. However, the translation
principle applied in these models is too strict and can not deal with complex entities and relations very
well. In this paper, by introducing parameter vectors into the translation principle which treats each relation
as a translation from the head entity to the tail entity, we propose a novel dynamic translation principle
which supports flexible translation between the embeddings of entities and relations. We use this principle to
improve the TransE, TransR and TranSparse models respectively and build new models named TransE-DT,
TransR-DT and TranSparse-DT correspondingly. Experimental results show that our dynamic translation
principle achieves great improvement in both the link prediction task and the triple classification task.

INDEX TERMS Dynamic translation, embeddings, knowledge graph, translation-based models.

I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graph is one of the most popular approaches
for representing knowledge on the current Web. A typical
knowledge graph often describes the knowledge as multi-
relational data and stores factual information in the form of
triple (head entity, relation, tail entity) ((h, r, t) for short),
where head and tail are entities and relation represents
the relationship between the two entities, e.g., (Bill Gates,
Founder, Microsoft). Knowledge graph is an important basic
technology to promote the development of artificial intelli-
gence and support the application of intelligent information
services, such as question answering [1], web search [2], [3],
and information extraction [4].

With the advent of big data era, various large-scale knowl-
edge graphs such as WordNet [5], Yago [6], Freebase [7]
and NELL [8] are available. There are lots of information
and knowledge contained in knowledge graphs. However,
due to the large scale and rapid increase of knowledge

graphs, it is almost impossible to make full use of the knowl-
edge by traditional logic-based methods [9], [10]. Recently,
embedding-based approaches have shown strong feasibility
and robustness. The basic idea of these approaches is to
project (or embed) entities and relations in knowledge graphs
into a continuous, real-valued and low-dimensional vector
space, and then make use of the knowledge contained in
knowledge graphs by efficient numerical calculations on the
vector space. This kind of approaches performed well in
dealing with the data sparseness problem. It achieved promis-
ing results in various tasks such as knowledge graph com-
pletion [11], classification [12], entity resolution [13], [14]
and relation extraction [15]–[17].

Among various embedding-based models, translation-
based models achieve the state-of-the-art performance. The
most typical translation-based model is TransE [18] which
proposed by Bordes et al. in 2013. In TransE, relationships
between entities are treated as translations in the embedding
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space: if (h, r, t) holds, then the embedding of the tail entity t
should be close to the embedding of the head entity h plus
the embedding of the relationship r . In another word, TransE
only relies on a reduced set of parameters, by learning a
low-dimensional vector for each entity and each relationship
in such a way that h + r ≈ t for every triple (h, r, t) in
the knowledge graph, where the letters in boldface denote
the vector embeddings of the corresponding entities or rela-
tionship. TransE achieves significant performance on the
benchmark tasks of link prediction and triple classification
in general cases. However, it is not good at dealing with com-
plex relations which are reflexive, transitive, 1-to-N, N-to-1,
or N-to-N. To solve this problem, various improved models
were proposed in the past three years.

The TransH model [19] proposed by Wang et al. treats a
relation as a translating operation on a hyperplane. It sets two
vectors for each relation: a relation-specific hyperplane wr
(also called norm vector), and a relation-specific transla-
tion vector dr . For each triple (h, r, t), the embeddings of
h and t are firstly projected to the hyperplane of r (i.e. wr )
respectively, then these two projections are connected by the
relation-specific translation vector dr on wr . Since TransH
makes each entity to have distinct representations in different
relations, it achieves better performance on complex relations
compared with TransE.

Lin et al. think that entities and relations are different types
of objects, and it is not enough to represent them in the same
space as done by the TransE model and the TransH model.
Based on this idea, they proposed the TransR/CTransR
model [20] which models entities and relations in different
semantic spaces. The TransR/CTransR model first projects
entity vectors from entity space into the corresponding rela-
tion space, and then builds translating operations between
projected entities. TransR achieves significant improvements
on complex relations compared to TransE and TransH.

Ji et al. think that the types and attributes of entities linked
by the same relation are various and therefore it is not good
to let all entities share the same mapping parameters as done
by the TransR/CTransR model. They proposed the TransD
model [21] which uses two distinct projection matrices to
respectively project the head entity and the tail entity into
the relation space. In another work, they replaced the dense
matrices used in TransR by sparse matrices and proposed a
model named TranSparse [22].

Feng et al. think that the translation principle h+ r≈ t used
in the abovemodels is too strict to model complex and diverse
entities and relations. They proposed the FT model [23]
which uses a new translation principle h + r ≈ αt. This new
translation principle is good at dealing with 1-to-N relations,
since it only requires the embeddings of multiple tail entities
to be at the same direction rather than be equal vectors.

In this paper, we think that the translation principle
h + r ≈ αt is still too strict to deal with complex relations
and diverse entities well. For dealing with complex relations,
instead of requiring the embeddings of multiple relations to
be equal vectors or at the same direction, we only require

them to be at the same plane. At the same time, in order
to deal with diverse entities, we relax the constraints on
the embeddings of multiple head entities or tail entities, by
permitting them to be at the same plane rather than be equal
vectors or be at the same direction. By unifying these two
ideas in a framework, we propose a new translation principle
named Dynamic Translation (or DT for short). We use this
dynamic translation principle to improve TransE, TransR and
TranSparse respectively, and present newmodels TransE-DT,
TransR-DT and TranSparse-DT correspondingly. Experi-
mental results show that our dynamic translation principle
achieves great improvement.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A
formal description of relatedmodels is presented in Section 2.
In Section 3, we first introduce the dynamic translation
principle, and then apply it to improve TransE, TransR and
TranSparse respectively. In section 4, detailed experimental
results and comparisons are presented. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
We first describe some common notations. We denote a triple
by (h, r, t) and their column vectors by bold lower case letters
h, r, t. Score function is represented by fr (h, t). We will
describe other notations in the appropriate sections.

A. TRANSLATION-BASED MODELS
TransE: As shown in Fig. 1, basic idea of TransE [18] is to
calculate vector embeddings for all entities and relations in a
single space, with the target that h+r=t holds for each triple
(h, r, t) contained in knowledge graph. Hence, score function
used for training the vector embeddings is

fr (h, t) = ‖h+ r− t‖2`1/2 . (1)

TransE is not good at dealing with complex relations. For
example, suppose r is a 1-to-N relation, and there are many
triples (h, r, t1), . . ., (h, r, tn). By TransE, we might get the
same embeddings for different entities t1, . . ., tn.

FIGURE 1. Simple illustration of TransE.

TransH: TransH [19] makes an improvement to TransE
by enabling an entity to have distinct representations when
the entity is involved in different relations. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, for each triple (h, r, t), TransH further projects the
embeddings h and t to a relation-specific hyperplane by a
normal vector wr , and correspondingly gets the projected
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FIGURE 2. Simple illustration of TransH.

vectors h⊥ = h−w>r hwr and t⊥ = t−w>r twr . Then, score
function used for training is

fr (h, t) = ‖h⊥ + r− t⊥‖2`1/2 . (2)

TransR: TransR/CTransR [20] first extends the single vec-
tor space used in TransE and TransH to many vector spaces:
an entity space for embedding all entities, and a group of
relation spaces that each space is used for a distinct relation.
Then, for each relation r , it constructs a projection matrixMr
and by which projects the embeddings of entities from the
entity space to the relation space of r . The basic idea of
TransR is illustrated in Fig. 3, where circles denote entities,
and the surrounding triangles denote the entities which is
similar to them. For a given triple (h, r, t), the goal of TransR
is Mrh+ r = Mr t with the ideal embedding in the relation-
specific space. The score function is

fr (h, t) = ‖Mrh+ r−Mr t‖2`1/2 . (3)

A disadvantage of TransR/CTransR is that it can not deal
with large-scale knowledge graphs since the calculation on
matrixes used by it is very time-consumption.

FIGURE 3. Simple illustration of TransR.

TransD: TransD [21] generates two vectors for each entity
and relation, where the first vector is the embedding of
the entity (or relation), and the second vector is used for
constructing projecting matrices. Basic idea of TransD is
illustrated in Fig. 4, where each shape denotes an entity pair
involved in a relation r . Score function of TransD is as follows

fr (h, t) = ‖h⊥ + r− t⊥‖2`1/2 , (4)

where h⊥ = Mrhh, t⊥ = Mrt t, Mrh = rph>p + Im×n,
Mrt = rpt>p +I

m×n, hp, rp, tp are projection vectors and Im×n

is an identity matrix.

FIGURE 4. Simple illustration of TransD.

TranSparse: TranSparse [22] makes an improvement to
TransR. Since all relations are trained with the same number
of parameters in TransR, it is possible that simple relations
might be overfitting while complex relations are underfitting.
To deal with this problem, TranSparse uses sparse matrices
instead of projection matrices to model diverse relations.
FT: As shown in Fig. 5, FT [23] makes an improvement to

TransE by using a flexible translation principle h + r ≈ αt
instead of h+r ≈ t, so that the embedding of t is not fixed on
a point but a plane when h and r hold. FT uses the following
score function

fr (h, t) = (h+ r)>t+ h>(t− r). (5)

FIGURE 5. Simple illustration of FT.

B. OTHER METHODS
Besides translation-based models, there are many other
approaches for knowledge graph embedding. Here, we intro-
duce some typical models whichwill be used as our baselines.
Structured Embedding (SE): Be corresponding to each

triple (h, r, t), SE [24] sets two relation-specific matrices
Mr,h and Mr,t for the head and tail entities respectively, and
uses the following score function

fr (h, t) = ‖Mr,hh−Mr,t t‖1. (6)

Neural Tensor Network (NTN): NTN [11] uses an expres-
sive score function as follows

fr (h, t) = u>r g(h
>Mr t+Mr,1h+Mr,2t+ br ), (7)

where ur is a relation-specific linear layer, g() is tanh opera-
tion,Mr ∈ Rd×d×k is a 3-way tensor andMr,1,Mr,2 ∈ Rk×d

are weight matrices.
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Single Layer Model (SLM): SLM was designed as a base-
line for NTN [11] by using the following score function

fr (h, t) = u>r f (Mr,hh+Mr,t t), (8)

where Mr,h and Mr,t are parameter matrices and f () is the
tanh operation.
Semantic Matching Energy (SME): SME [13], [25] cap-

tures the correlations between entities and relations viamatrix
operations, and uses the same parameters for different rela-
tions. SME considers two kinds of semantic matching energy
functions for the training process, one is the linear form

fr (h, t) = (M1h+M2r+ b1)>(M3t+M4r+ b2), (9)

and the other is the bilinear form

fr (h, t) = ((M1h)⊗(M2r)+b1)>((M3t)⊗(M4r)+b2), (10)

where M1, M2, M3 and M4 are weight matrices, ⊗ is the
Hadamard product, b1 and b2 are bias vectors. In [13], the
matrices of bilinear form are redefined with 3-way tensors.
Latent Factor Model (LFM): LFM [26], [27] encodes each

entity as a vector and sets a matrix Mr for each relation. Its
score function is as follows

fr (h, t) = h>Mr t. (11)

RESCAL Is a collective matrix factorization model and we
also report its results presented in [19], [28], and [29].

III. OUR METHOD
In the rest of the paper, we use S and S ′ to denote respectively
the set of positive triples and the set of negative triples.
Therefore, (h, r, t) ∈ S means that ‘‘(h, r, t) is correct’’ and
(h, r, t) ∈ S ′ means that ‘‘(h, r, t) is not correct’’. The set of
entities and relations is represented by E and R respectively.

A. MOTIVATION OF OUR APPROACH
Although existing translation-based methods achieved signif-
icant performance on link prediction and triple classification,
they are still not good at dealing with large scale knowledge
graphs containing diverse entities and relations. Here we
investigate two phenomenons.

(1) Entities in knowledge graphs are diverse and complex.
Firstly, for each entity acted as a head in triples, it is often
connected to many tail entities. Correspondingly, for each
entity acted as a tail, there are often many head entities
connected to it. Secondly, for each pair of entities which acted
as a head and a tail respectively, there are oftenmany relations
connected to the pair.

Fig. 6 illustrates this phenomenon on the FB15k data set.
The X-axis in the figure is the index of entities which might
act as heads, and the Y-axis is the index of entities which
might act as tails. The Z-axis is the number of relations. Each
dot in the figure indicates the number of relations connected
to the pair that represented by the X-value and Y-value of
the dot. From the figure, we can see that although majority
of pairs in FB15k are connected by one or two relations,

FIGURE 6. Entity pair statistics of FB15k which contains 14,951 entities.

there are still many pairs which are connected by eight or
even ten relations. As an intuitive example, entities William
Jefferson Clinton and America are connected by many rela-
tions as follows (William Jefferson Clinton, PresidentOf,
America), (William Jefferson Clinton, BornIn, America),
(William Jefferson Clinton, Nationality, America).
(2) Relations in a knowledge graph are very complex. As

discussed by Bordes et al. [18], 73.8% of relationships in
FB15k are complex relationships: 22.7% for 1-to-N, 28.3%
for N-to-1, and 22.8% for N-to-N. Furthermore, there exist
many special relations which are reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive.

The principle h + r ≈ t adopted by many translation-
based models can not deal with the above phenomenons.
More precisely, let’s investigate the following four cases.

(1) Suppose there are many triples (h, r1, t) ∈ S, . . . ,
(h, rn, t) ∈ S. Since all entities and relations are embedded
in the same space, by the principle h + r ≈ t, we will get
r1 = . . . = rn.

(2) As shown by Fig. 7a, suppose r is a 1-to-N relation
and there exist triples (h, r, ti) ∈ S with i ∈ 1, 2, . . ., n,
then we will also get t1 = . . . = tn. Similarly, as shown by
Fig. 7b, suppose r is a N-to-1 relation and there exist triples
(hi, r, t) ∈ S with i ∈ 1, 2, . . ., n, we will get h1 = . . . = hn.

FIGURE 7. An example of entity vectors trained wrong by complex
relations.
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FIGURE 8. Simple illustration of DT.

(3) Suppose r is a reflexive relation and there are two
triples (h, r, t), (t, r, h) ∈ S, then we will get a strange result
of h = t and r = 0.

(4) Suppose r is a transitive relation and there exist some
triples (h1, r, t1), (t1, r, t2), (h1, r, t2) ∈ S , then we will get
h1 + 2r = t2 and h1 + r = t2, and consequently r = 0.

Although the FTmodel illustrated in Fig. 5 is more flexible
than TransE, it still can not solve the above problems since the
direction of vector embeddings is constrained.

B. DYNAMIC TRANSLATION
In this paper, we propose a new translation principle named
dynamic translation (DT for short) to solve the above prob-
lems. Basic idea of DT is shown in Fig. 8. For each triple
(h, r, t), suppose the embeddings of h and r are given, then
we permit t to be a range of plane, rather than be a fixed vector
by the TransE model or a set of vectors in the same direction
by the FT model. Similarly, suppose the embeddings of h
and t are given, then the range of r is a plane; suppose the
embeddings of r and t are given, then the range of h is also a
plane.

By using the DT principle, the four problems investigated
in the previous subsection can be solved as follows.

(1) In the case that there are many triples (h, ri, t) ∈ S
with i ∈ 1, 2, . . ., n, we will not reach a strange result since
r1 = t− h− αr1 , . . ., rn = t− h− αrn .

(2) In the case that r is a 1-to-N relation with triples
(h, r, ti) ∈ S, i ∈ 1, 2, . . ., n, we will get t1 = h + r −
αt1 , . . ., tn = h+ r− αtn .

(3) In the case that r is a reflexive relation and there are two
triples (h, r, t), (t, r, h)∈ S, wewill get r = (t+αt )−(h+αh).
(4) In the case that r is a transitive relation and some triples

(h1, r, t1), (t1, r, t2), (h1, r, t2) ∈ S, wewill get h1+αh1+r =
t1+αt1 , t1+αh1 + r = t2+αt2 and h1+αh1 + r = t2+αt2 .
It should be noted that, given the embeddings of h and r , all

the possible embeddings of t are very similar, and the angle
between any two possible embeddings of t is very small.
In another word, the range of all the possible embeddings of t
is a very small plane. Similarly, given the embeddings of h
and t (or r and t), the range of all the possible embeddings of r
(resp. h) is a very small plane. More precisely, in models such
as TransE, the constraints of L2-norm for the embeddings of

entities and relations are 1. Here, in our DT model, we intro-
duce αh, αr and αt , and the L2-norm of them are values from
the set {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}, so that the possible embeddings of h, r
and t can be restricted in a very small plane. DT is a flexible
principle that can be combined with many translation-based
models. In the following subsections, we will combine DT
with the models TransE, TransR and TranSparse respectively.

C. TRANSE-DT
We use TransE-DT to denote the model constructed by com-
bining TransEwith DT. In TransE, embeddings of entities and
relations are in the same space and the translation principle is

h+ r ≈ t. (12)

In TransE-DT, we redefine the translation principle as

(h+ αh)+ (r+ αr ) ≈ (t+ αt ). (13)

Correspondingly, the score function is

fr (h, t) = ‖h+ r− t‖`1/2 , (14)

where h, r, t,αh,αr ,αt ∈ Rn.

D. TRANSR-DT
We use TransR-DT to denote the model constructed by com-
bining TransR with DT. In TransR, entities are projected to
the relation space by Mr and the translation principle is

Mrh+ r ≈Mr t. (15)

In TransR-DT, the translation principle is redefined as

(Mrh+ αh)+ (r+ αr ) ≈ (Mr t+ αt ). (16)

Correspondingly, the score function is

fr (h, t) = ‖Mrh+ r−Mr t‖`1/2 , (17)

where h, t ∈ Rn, r,αh,αr ,αt ∈ Rm, and Mr ∈ Rm×n.
Here, Mr is a projection matrix for relation r , by which
entities are projected from entity space to the semantic space
of relation r .
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TABLE 1. Complexities (the number of parameters and the times of operations) of several embedding models. Ne and Nr represent the number of
entities and relations, respectively. Nt represents the number of triples in a knowledge graph. m is the dimension of entity embedding space
and n is the dimension of relation embedding space.

E. TRANSPARSE-DT
We use TranSparse-DT to denote the model constructed by
combining TranSparse with DT. TranSparse is an extension
of TransR. It replaces the dense matrices in TransR by sparse
matrices, and makes use of two separate sparse matrices
Mh

r (θ
h
r ) and Mt

r (θ
t
r ) to project the head entity and the tail

entity respectively. Therefore, the translation principle used
by TranSparse is as follows:

Mh
r (θ

h
r )h+ r ≈Mt

r (θ
t
r )t. (18)

Here, the sparse degrees of transfer matrices are defined as

θ lr = 1− (1− θmin)N l
r/N

l
r∗ (l = h, t), (19)

where N l
r denotes the number of entities (head or tail) linked

by relation r at location l and N l
r∗ denotes the maximum

number of N l
r . In TranSparse-DT, we redefine the translation

principle as

(Mh
r (θ

h
r )h+ αh)+ (r+ αr ) ≈ (Mt

r (θ
t
r )t+ αt ). (20)

Correspondingly, we use the following score function:

fr (h, t) = ‖Mh
r (θ

h
r )h+ r−Mt

r (θ
t
r )t‖`1/2 , (21)

where h, t ∈ Rn, and r,αh,αr ,αt ∈ Rm.

F. TRAINING OBJECTIVE
In all the above models, we use the following common
margin-based score function for training process:

L =
∑

(h,r,t)∈S

∑
(h′,r,t ′)∈S ′

max(0, fr (h, t)+ γ − fr (h′, t ′)), (22)

where max(x, y) aims to get the maximum between x and y,
and γ is the margin.
During the training process, we will make use of a set S ′

of negative triples. The set S ′ is generated by replacing the

entities of each positive triple (h, r, t) ∈ S. For corrupting
a triple (h, r, t) ∈ S, following the idea of Wang et al. [19],
we take different probabilities to replace the head entity h and
the tail entity t . In order to reduce the possibility of generating
false negative-triples by such a replacement, for relations of
1-to-N,N-to-1 and N-to-N, it is better to take more probability
to replace the ‘‘one’’ side. In the experiments of Section 4,
we will make use of two sampling methods: the traditional
sampling method ‘‘unif’’, and the method ‘‘bern’’ adopted
in [19]. Furthermore, we will make use of the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) [30] to minimize the objective loss
function.

G. COMPARISON OF COMPLEXITY
In table 1 we list the complexities of all the models introduced
in the Section of Related Work, and compare them with
the complexities of our models. It is shown that there is
a slight increasement in time complexity after introducing
the DT principle. However, the introducing of DT principle
does not increase the number of parameters, i.e., TransE-DT
(or TransR-DT, TranSparse-DT) has the same number
of parameters with the original model TransE (resp.,
TransR-DT, TranSparse-DT). Therefore, we can say that our
method are still efficient.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
A. DATA SETS AND EXPERIMENT SETTING
We empirically evaluate our method on two tasks: link predi-
cation [18] and triple classification [11]. In order to compare
our method with other works in the literature, we implement
these tasks on two typical knowledge graphs, i.e., Word-
Net [5] and Freebase [7]. WordNet is a large-scale lexical
knowledge graph which provides semantic knowledge of
words. In WordNet, each entity is a synset which consists of
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several words and expresses different concepts. Relationships
in WordNet are defined as conceptual-semantic and lexical
relations. For example, the triple (Robin, Color, Red) builds
an attribute Color between the noun Robin and the adjective
Red. In the experiments, we use two subsets of WordNet,
i.e., WN18 [13] and WN11 [11], which contains 18 relation
types and 11 relation types respectively. Freebase is a large
collaborative knowledge graph and represents general facts
of the world. For example, the triple (Steve Jobs, Nationality,
America) builds a relation of Nationality between the name
entity Steve Jobs and the country entity America. We also
use two subsets of Freebase, i.e., FB15K [13] and FB13 [11].
Table 2 lists statistics of these data sets.

TABLE 2. Statistics of the data sets.

B. LINK PREDICTION
Link prediction aims to predict the missing entity (h or t) for a
relation fact triple (h, r, t) [18], [24], [25]. Instead of finding
the best suitable entity, this task will return a set of candidate
entities for each position ofmissing entity. As the works in the
literature [18], [24], we use the data sets WN18 and FB15K
for the experiment.

For each test triple (h, r, t), we will first replace the head or
tail entity by all of the entities in the knowledge graph, com-
pute the similarity scores for these entities by the score func-
tion fr , and then rank these entities in the descending order
of similarity scores. We make use of two measures as our
evaluation metric: (1) mean rank of correct entities (denoted
by Mean Rank), and (2) proportion of correct entities ranked
in top 10 (denoted by Hits@10). Obviously, a good model for
link prediction should achieve a low value in Mean Rank and
a high value in Hits@10.

We will report the evaluation results in two evaluation
settings. Note that, for a triple (h, r, t), its corrupted triples
may also exist in knowledge graphs and should be regard as
correct triples. However, the above evaluation may rank these
corrupted triples in front of the correct one and cause the
underestimation of the performance. Therefore, we should
filter out these triples from the training, validation and testing
sets before the ranking process. If we do this, then we indicate
the evaluation setting by ‘‘Filt’’, otherwise we indicate the
evaluation setting by ‘‘Raw’’.

Table 3 shows the values of training parameters used in our
experiments for TransE-DT, TransR-DT and TranSparse-DT.
λ is the learning rate, γ is the margin, n andm are embedding
dimensions for entities and relations, B is the mini-batch size,
and D.S is the dissimilarity measure in score functions. The
iteration number of SGD is 1000.

TABLE 3. Parameter values in link prediction.

Results: Table 4 lists the experimental results of link pre-
diction. The upper part of the results comes from the literature
directly, since all methods discussed here use the same testing
data sets. Because there is no result for FT on link prediction
in the literature, we do not discuss it in the table.

From the table, we can see that our methods get the best
results for the Hits@10 metric, and TranSparse-DT becomes
the new state-of-the-art model. Furthermore, TransE-DT is
better than TransE, and TransR-DT is better than TransR.
For the Mean Rank metric, the superiority of our mod-
els is not so obvious. In the data set FB15k, our model
TranSparse-DT (unif) (i.e., TranSparse-DT model with the
traditional sampling method ‘‘unif’’) gets the best results in
the ‘‘Filt’’ evaluation setting, and TranSparse-DT (bern) (i.e.,
TranSparse-DT model with the sampling method ‘‘bern’’)
gets the best results in the ‘‘Raw’’ evaluation setting; further-
more TransE-DT is better than TransE and TransR-DT (unif)
is better than TransR (unif). However, in the data set WN18,
although TransE-DT is better than TransE, both TransR-DT
and TranSparse-DT are not good as TransR and TranSparse.
The reason is that, as discussed by Wang et al. [19], the
number of relations in the data set WN18 is small and the
advantage of our methods on dealing with complex relations
is not reflected.

Table 5 exhibits Hits@10s according to the mapping
property of relations on FB15k. Within the 1,345 relations
contained in FB15k, 24% are 1-to-1, 23% are 1-to-N, 29% are
N-to-1, and 24% are N-to-N. It is notable that TranSparse-DT
outperforms all the other models in both N-to-N relations and
N-to-1 relations. Furthermore, TransE-DT and TransR-DT
achieve great improvement in all relation categories com-
pared with TransE and TransR respectively. Since all tran-
sitive relations and some symmetric relations are in general
N-to-N relations, we can say that our dynamic translation
method has significant advantages in dealing with complex
relations.

C. TRIPLE CLASSIFICATION
Triple classification is a binary classification task. It aims
to judge whether a given triple (h, r, t) is correct or not. As
other works in the literature, we use three data sets WN11,
FB13 and FB15K for the experiment. We use the negative
triples released by Socher et al. [11] on the data sets WN11
and FB13, and adopt the same setting of [11] to generate
negative triples on the data set FB15K by corrupting positive
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TABLE 4. Link prediction results.

TABLE 5. Results on FB15k by relation category (%).

triples. For the triple classification, we set a threshold δr ,
which is optimized by maximizing classification accuracies
on the validation set. A triple (h, r, t) will be classified as
positive if its dissimilarity score is lower than δr , and neg-
ative otherwise. Parameter values for training TransE-DT,
TransR-DT and TranSparse-DT are list in Table 6.

TABLE 6. Parameter values in triple classification.

Results: Table 7 lists the experimental results of triple
classification. The upper part of the results comes from the
literature directly. Therefore, a good model for triple classifi-
cation should achieve a high value.

We can see that, on all data sets, TransE-DT is better than
TransE and TransR-DT is better than TransR. On the data
set WN11 with the sampling method ąřbernąś, TranSparse-
DT is better than all the other models and becomes the new
state-of-the-art model. On the data sets FB13 and FB15 with
the sampling method ‘‘bern’’, TranSparse-DT is also better
than TranSparse although its performance is a little lower
than that of TransD and TransE-FT respectively. As pointed
by Lin et al. [20], FB13 is a denser graph and there are
many strong correlations between entities; such a situation is
favourable to TransD which uses two project vectors of entity
and relation to construct dynamic matrices. We think this is
the reason that TranSparse-DT is not better than TransD in the
data set FB13. On the data set FB15k, TransE-FT achieves the
best result, and the reason may be that TransE-FT changes the
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TABLE 7. Accuracies on triple classification (%).

score function which can better distinguish between negative
triples and correct triples.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new translation-based principle
named Dynamic Translation. Basic idea of DT is to relax
the constraints on embeddings of entities or relations by
permitting the embeddings to be at some planes. We com-
bined this principle with the classical models TransE, TransR
and TranSparse respectively, and presented new models
TransE-DT, TransR-DT and TranSparse-DT correspond-
ingly. Experimental results show that our approach achieves
significant improvement in the link prediction task and the
triple classification task, since it can capture more semantic
information on complex entities and diverse relations.

In this paper, we only combine our DT principle with
classical translation-based models. One of our future works
is to incorporate more information such as the relation
paths [31], [32] and the textual descriptions on entities [33].
Moreover, in the last year, there are two remarkable works
on knowledge graph embeddings. One is HOLE [34] which
takes into account the circular correlation of vectors and
can capture rich interactions in relational data. The other is
ProjE [35] which views the link prediction task as ranking
problem and can learn the joint embeddings of both entities
and relations. In the future work, we will try to combine our
DT principle with these works.
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